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 Dear KG2 Parents,  
    We would like to welcome you to the Kindergarten 
Section of Al Ittihad Private School –Jumeira and hope that 
we will highlight the students expected and desired 
performances in all subjects taught in English at the 
KG2 level. 

 
This document specifies the content and the skills that the 
students are expected to master by the end of KG2. 

 
These objectives also give guidelines to both parents 
and teachers to help them develop stronger 
connections between home and school. Such parental 
involvement will facilitate and enhance the process of 
child education and will foster high levels of student 
achievement. 

 
We always seek your cooperation in order to reach the 
best!  

 
Thank you, 
KG Administration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



English Language Arts 
General Goals 
Students will explore many themes that will help them give a meaning to 
the world around them and enhance their language skills in an enjoyable 
and effective manner. These themes will help KG2 students expand their 
horizons & experience new feelings. There is a repertoire of stories, 
songs and rhymes that they will be exposed to in a gradual and meaningful 
manner. KG2 students are emergent readers & writers, and this year they 
will expand their knowledge in terms of reviewing all their alphabet 
letters (names & sounds), blending two sounds, & reading high- 
frequency words, in addition to exploring a print-rich environment, 
where they will attempt to write words and sentences at their own pace 
and in their own way.  
Grammar our students will explore the world of nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
and sentences. This will help them express themselves freely and make sense 
of what they’re reading & writing.  
Performance Objectives 
By the end of this academic year, students will be able to: 

 

Develop & enhance writing skills 
Listen to a big collection of stories, songs and finger rhymes 
Recognize names and sounds & write all the alphabets according to this 
sequence: 
M-m, S-s, A-a, T-t, C-c/k/, P-p, N-n, F-f, B-b, I-i, G-g, R-r, D-d, O-o, X-x, J-j,  
E-e, H-h, K-k, U-u, L-l, W-w, V-v, Z-z, Y-y, Q-q  

Build a repertoire of vocabulary words beginning with each sound 
Read high frequency words: a-my-the-I-like-go-we-to-you-have-do-
what-no-see-come-look-are-for-me-at -and- with, now, is, how, 
find, this, will, be, make, play, said, good, she, all, he, down, help, 
out, take, off, know 
Blend these sounds and read/write three-letter words:  
Blends with /a/ = am-at-ap-an-ac-ab-as-ag-ax 
Blends with /i/ =ig-it-ip –in-is-im-id-if-ix-ib 
Blends with /o/ =ot-op-ox-og-om-od-ob 
Blends with /e/ = et-en-ed-eg 
Blends with /u/ =ut-ug-um-up-ub   
Identify beginning, middle, ending of a story 
Write/ read simple & complex sentences 
Identify and recognize the initial sound of a spoken word 
Identify the front & back cover of a book 
Write moving from left to right 
Identify characters, setting, and important events of a story 



Distinguish real from make-believe pictures/events 
Ask & answer questions about a book 
Share information & ideas speaking in complete coherent sentences 
Listen and respond to a story, make & confirm predictions, understand 
characters and recognize dialogues 
Act out a story 
Use picture & context clues to make predictions 

 
Reading Program 
Students will read a variety of stories that include the blends 
& high-frequency words that they are learning in class, and 
these readers will be sent home on daily basis to enhance 
their reading skills. 
Your role as a parent is to make this daily reading session a 
wonderful, fun-filled experience for your child & enjoy quality 
time together. 

 
A workshop for parents on reading procedures & 
activities will be held in school before we start 
sending readers home. Your attendance & 
participation is highly appreciated. 

 
Homework: our students will have their daily reading homework 
assignments which will start in October. In addition to reading, students 
will write book reports on their favorite character, or part of a story, or 
work on several projects throughout the year to explore some topics 
in depth, like the 5 senses, or making a poster/chart for types of nouns, 
verbs, adjectives.. and many more..  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MATHEMATICS 
General Goals 
Our students will explore the rich world of mathematics, by giving a 
meaning to the space around them, naming, demonstrating and writing 
numbers till 30, telling the time to the hour, recognizing 2D &3D 
shapes, extending & making patterns, grouping and sorting objects, and 
exploring the world of addition and subtraction.  

 

Performance Objectives 
By the end of this academic year, students will be able to: 

 

Sort & Classify 
♥ Recognize, sort & compare objects or models of solids 
♥ Sort small objects by color or shape, & size 

 

Numbers 

 

♥ Identify and quantify 0→ 5; 6→ 10; 11→30 
♥ Read & write 0 → 30 
♥ Sequence 0 → 30 
♥ Arrange numbers on a number line & fill in the missing numbers 
♥ Fill in numbers on a five-frame & ten-frame 
♥ Count orally 1→ 100 
♥ Identify ordinal numbers (1st → 10th) 

 

Positions & Patterns 
♥ Model and identify (top- middle- bottom), (over- under), (in-out), (left- right) 
♥ Identify simple patterns of sound and movement 
♥ Extend patterns using manipulative objects 
♥ Make new patterns 

 

Tables and Graphs 
♥ Make & Read concrete as well as picture graphs 
♥ Use data from a graph 
♥ Read & make a tally table 

 

Geometry & Fractions 
♥ Identify & Compare solid & plane figures (square, circle, triangle, rectangle, 

diamond, star, sphere, cone, cube, cylinder) 
♥ Model symmetry  
♥ Identify equal parts, whole & half 

 

  Money 
♥ Explore & use UAE currency in different activities 

 

Measurement 

 



♥ Compare, order, & measure length 
♥ Explore, compare weight, capacity & area 

 

Calendar, Time & Temperature 

♥ Explore a calendar with days of the week & months of the year 
♥ Understand & tell the time to the hour by using an analog clock 
♥ Explore temperature hot & cold 

 

Addition 
♥ Understand & model by using pictures & manipulative objects (1 → 10) 
♥ Join groups together  
♥ Introduce & use addition vocabulary words & symbol: addition, plus +, 
add 1 more, equal to 

 

Subtraction 
♥ Understand & model subtraction by using manipulative materials (1 → 10) 
♥ Model & draw simple subtraction stories by using different materials 

♥ Introduce & use subtraction vocabulary words: subtraction, take away, minus - ,  
 
   

Science 
 

General Goals 
We live in a world of endless wonders, and our science curriculum is 
designed to help students explore the world through their senses, and try 
to comprehend their environment in a simple and motivating way. The 
students will have a chance to experiment with objects, enter the 
intriguing world of plants and animals, and explore the wonders of nature, 
and Earth and its resources throughout the year.  
Performance Objectives 
By the end of this academic year, students will be able to:  

 
 

Five Senses 
Identify 5 senses& body parts used for each 

 
 

 

Animals 
What is living & nonliving? 
Identify animals & plants as living things 
Understand that things can be classified as living/nonliving based on 
characteristics 
Describe differences between living/ nonliving things 

 



What covers the body of an animal? 
Recognize that animals have various body coverings (fur, feathers, scales) 
Describe animals camouflage 

 

What do animals need to live? 
Recognize animals' need for food, water, air, & place to live 

 

Where do animals live? HABITAT 
Sort animals as wild, farm, zoo, or pets depending on where they live 
Identify animals by their habitat & explain how habitat loss can endanger 
them 

 

How do animals grow? 
Recognize animals grow, change & go through life cycle 
Observe, describe & sequence how animals grow & change 

 
 
 

Plants 
What do plants need to grow? 
Recognize that plants need air, water, light, nutrients & a place to live, & 
that they may need to be cared for to grow 
Observe growth of plants (flower, seed, sprout, seedling, adult plant) 

What are parts of plants? 
Observe that leaf, fruit, flower, roots, stem, seeds are parts of plants 
Observe & record parts of plants 

 
 

Day & Night 
What do we see in the sky? 
Recognize sun, clouds, moon & stars in the sky 
Compare & contrast characteristics of day & night   

How can we sort rocks? 
Recognize all the objects that vibrate to make a sound 
Identify the sources of sound & light energy 

 

Where do we find water? 
Recognize that water is found in lakes, rivers, streams, & oceans 
Observe water flows downhill  

 

Investigating Objects 
Observe and compare properties of objects such as size, shape, color, 
weight, and texture 
Match a circle, square, and triangle to objects of the same shape 
 Recognize when objects placed in water, which will sink which will float 
Recognize how heating & cooling can change matter 

 

Magnets 



Observe through simple exploration how magnets work 
Experiment with magnets to find out what objects they attract 

 

Social & Personal Development 
 

General Goals 
Every child’s relation with peers and adults is very crucial in shaping 
his/her personality. We find it very essential to create and maintain a 
healthy social and emotional environment for all our students. This is 
reflected in their daily lessons, games and activities, and is always 
reinforced by the teachers.  

 

Social Development  
Interact with peers & adults and develop the ability to maintain a 
positive relationship:   

Display good manners 
Demonstrate the ability to take turns in activities & discussions 
Demonstrate an awareness of ways of making and keeping friends 
Develop several friendships with peers 
Be kind and helpful 
Use eye contact 
Use gestures and appropriate language to express needs and wants 

 

Increase awareness of other people’s feelings and thinking 
Adapt to new situations 
Demonstrate respect and consideration for individual differences and alternative points of view 
Work productively in groups 
Show respect for others 

 

Increase awareness of surroundings 
Identify people who work in the community & talk about what they do 
Recognize special places and buildings within their community, both natural & 
human-made & talk about their functions 
Demonstrate an awareness of different kinds of weather and ways in which 
people adapt to weather 

 

Personal Development 
Develop positive self-esteem, self-concept and self regulation of 
behavior 
Identify self by name, gender and age 
Identify self as part of the family 
Identify & talk about interests and preferences 
Accept responsibility for own behavior and action  
Make independent choices of activities and work independently 
Respond well to limits 
Use time effectively to complete a task 
Clean up or put away toys and materials when finished 



 
Creative & Visual Art 

 

Know & apply visual art media, technique & process: 
Use different colors, surface textures and shapes to create forms & meaning: 

 

Explore a variety of tools, materials and processes of their own choices to 
create visual forms in familiar and new ways 
Use a variety of tools & materials  
Use a variety of techniques and processes  
Explore objects to add to art projects 
Create art work from recycled material 
Experiment with mixing colors 

 
 

Music 
Participate in a variety of musical activities that promote 
the development of music skills and appreciation: 
Sing a variety of songs, finger plays, jingles and rhymes while learning 
Participate in group and individually in singing activities 
Listen to a variety of music types 
Use hand/arm actions and body to the rhythm of the song 
Respond to music from various cultures, including their own  

 
 

 

Creative Dramatics 
Use dramatic play to explore emotions, relationships and 
imaginations 
Act out a role observed in his/her life experience 
Use dress up or costumes in acting roles 
Dramatize rhymes, stories, and folk tales from various cultures, including 
their own 
Use props to act out a story 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Physical Development 
Large Muscle Development 
Enhance large muscle development and coordination 
through activities: 
Kick & catch large ball with two hands 
Participate in non locomotors movements (swinging, stretching…) 
Refine body balance 
Participate in locomotors movement activities (jump, run…) 
Perform basic movements (over, under, in, between..) 
Sit in chair for extended periods of time 
Perform movement activities to music and group activities 
Identify and name body parts through finger plays  

 

Small Muscle Development 
Enhance small muscle development and coordination in 
activities 
Develop eye-hand coordination (use pegs, beads, puzzles, blocks, 
crayons, glue & scissors) 
Demonstrate fine muscles control when using writing tools 
Manipulate scissors to cut different materials 
Complete a complex puzzle 
Manipulate clothes fasteners (zippers, buttons, snaps & Velcro) 

 
 
 

 

Most kindergarteners want to learn all about the world and how it works. 
Kindergarten teachers often build on this enthusiasm by offering projects that 
encourage children to delve deeper into the areas that interest them. 

 


